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Here you can find the menu of Varpan Pizzeria in Falun. At the moment, there are 13 meals and drinks on the
card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Varpan Pizzeria:

great place, they have a vegan kebab pizza, kebab plate, and kebab packaging. I have a vegan kebab wrap and
it was gigantic, I swear I cut it in half and it was still the size of a subway sandwich. also the tortilla was really

fresh and soft. By the way, if they ask what they want, only the tomato sauce and the Streak/Spicy sauce vegan.
would have been nice to have a vegan garlic sauce or something, but oh good, stil... read more. In nice weather
you can even be served in the outdoor area, And into the accessible spaces also come visitors with wheelchairs

or physiological limitations. What User doesn't like about Varpan Pizzeria:
a pure disappointment. to be honest, never tasted as bad pizza in my whole life. I ordered a mexicana pizzq for
95kr and expected a decent pizza for what I pay. I was shocked when I got my pizza, where everything literally

was missing. no sweet or bark have hardly anything on the pizza). also the floor of the pizza was burned in some
areas. read more. The Varpan Pizzeria from Falun serves various tasty seafood dishes, the restaurant serves
also menus from the European environment. Moreover, awaiting for you is original Italian cuisine with delicious
classics like pizza and pasta, Many visitors are also especially looking forward to the diverse, tasty Mexican

cuisine.
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Egg� & Pancake�
OMELETTE

Insalat�
AVOCADO SALAD

Sauce�
KNOBLAUCHSAUCE

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

Appet�er�
KEBAB

CREMA DI POMODORO

Ingredient� Use�
GARLIC

TOMATE

TRAVEL

AVOCADO

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

SANDWICH

WRAP

PANINI

SALAD
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